In this paper we address the problem of spatio-temporal acoustic boundary detection in echocardiography. We propose a phase-based feature detection method to be used as the front end to higher-level 2D1T/3D1T reconstruction algorithms. We develop a 2D1T version of this algorithm and illustrate its performance on some typical echocardiogram sequences. We show how our temporal-based algorithm helps to reduce the number of spurious feature responses due to speckle and provides feature velocity estimates. Further, our approach is intensity-amplitude invariant. This makes it particularly attractive for echocardiographic segmentation, where choosing a single global intensity-based edge threshold is problematic.
Introduction
the computer vision literature (such as the Canny edge detector), and their 3D extensions, are based on image and The advent of commercial 3D echocardiography has noise models for visual images, and perform poorly on created a cost-effective alternative for 3D1T left ventricle ultrasound data. The need is to develop methods that analysis, with comparison to the more expensive SPECT, incorporate knowledge of ultrasonic image formation to conventional MR, and tagged-MR imaging techniques detect 2D1T changes. (Zerhouni et al., 1988; Park et al., 1996; Declerck, 1997;  This paper concerns the development of a novel techKerwin and Prince, 1997). However, although the developnique for finding acoustic boundaries in 2D and 2D1T ment of 3D ultrasound sensors and alternative 3D reconechogram sequences. Most prior work has involved the struction methods based on compounding ultrasound 2D development of 2D spatial processing methods, based on, slices (Picot et al., 1993; Moskalik et al., 1995; Rohling et for example, customised template mask feature detection al., 1996) are active areas of research, the problem of (Wilson et al., 1993) , 'snakes' (Chalana et al., 1996) , or robust image segmentation and feature detection in 2D1T integrated backscatter (IBS) boundary detection (Lange et and 3D1T data sets remains an open issue. Developments al., 1995) . However, spatial methods ignore temporal in this area are critical if we are to see automated clinical continuity, that is the continuity observed in object motion, applications in the near future.
which can potentially be used to improve the reliability of Robust image segmentation is particularly challenging in feature detection. Herlin and Ayache (1992) have investithe case of ultrasonic imaging because of the low signalgated this idea. They proposed tracking cardiac boundaries to-noise ratio due to speckle noise and imaging artefacts. using a method that employed a spatio-temporal-based Conventional 2D segmentation algorithms borrowed from version of the Deriche edge detector (Deriche, 1990) and assumed a Gaussian noise model. However, their approach q was not fully developed or validated on clinical data.
Electronic Annexes available. See www.elsevier.com / locate / media.
Temporal-based speckle-reduction methods have also *Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-1865-282-185. E-mail address: miguel@robots.ox.ac.uk (M. Mulet-Parada) been developed. In earlier work, we used one such method, the two-dimensional least-mean-square (TDLMS) filter Similarly, for a triangular wave the phases of all Fourier (Evans and Nixon, 1996) , as the pre-filtering step used components are 908 at its peak. These observations have prior to feature detection in a cardiac boundary tracker led to the development of a number of phase-based feature (Jacob et al., 1998 (Jacob et al., , 1999 . We compared two spatial feature detection algorithms (Morrone and Owens, 1987; Venkatdetection methods, a simple gradient operator and a phaseesh and Owens, 1989; Kovesi, 1996) . based measure, and showed that the phase-based measure Consider the Fourier series expansion of a one-dimenled to more robust and reliable tracking. The goal of the sional signal, I(x) 5 o A cos(f (x)), where A is the n n n n current paper is to extend the idea of phase-based acoustic amplitude of the nth Fourier component, and the local boundary detection to the temporal domain.
phase is f (x). Phase congruency may be defined as n The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we (Morrone and Owens, 1987) review the essentials of phase congruency as an imageŌ A cos(f (x) 2 f(x)) feature measure and phase-based feature detection in one
ing phase-based methods to 2D and to ultrasound data.H ere, f(x) is the weighted mean local phase angle of all This leads us to propose using a feature asymmetry Fourier components. In practice, points of maximum phase measure for 2D acoustic feature detection. In Section 4 we congruency can be found most readily if the problem is further extend our analysis to 2D1T and describe an reposed in terms of a local energy model E(x). In this case, algorithm for finding spatio-temporal features in 2D echolet gram sequences. Section 5 presents details of the im-]]]] plementation of our approach and preliminary experimen-
oe tal segmentation results on real 2D cardiac sequences. We conclude with a summary and a discussion of current and where H(x) is the Hilbert transform of I(x). Then it can be future work in Section 6.
shown (Venkatesh and Owens, 1989) that the local energy model is related to phase congruency by
Background n
In other words, the local energy model is directly Acoustic image feature detection needs to be robust to proportional to phase congruency so peaks in local energy speckle noise and attenuation imaging artefacts. Speckle correspond to peaks in phase congruency. noise corrupts the data by introducing sharp changes in the One way to compute phase congruency is via the Hilbert image intensity profile, while attenuation artefacts alter the transform of the original profile. However, a more conintensity of equally significant cardiac structures depending venient method is to compute phase congruency via local on their orientation with respect to the ultrasound beam.
energy by convolving the profile with a filter bank of This suggests that measures based on phase information quadrature filters (Kovesi, 1996) . Gabor wavelets might rather than intensity derivatives may be more appropriate seem a natural choice. Unfortunately, the even Gabor for acoustic feature detection. In this section we review the function has a non-zero DC component and significant relevant principles behind this approach to feature depower at negative frequencies. This introduces aliasing for tection. Further details can be found in (Kovesi, 1996) . large bandwidth, small wavelength filters. An alternative approach is to use Log-Gabor functions. The Log-Gabor 2.1. Local phase and local energy transfer function, G(v), is defined in the frequency domain by As an alternative to the classical gradient-based descrip-2 tions, a step edge can be defined in terms of Fourier
, concepts. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , at the point of the edge 2 2(log(k /v )) 0 transition, all Fourier components are exactly in phase. Thus the phase congruency is maximum. In fact, the phase where k is related to the bandwidth of the filter and v is 0 is 08 at a positive edge and 1808 at a negative edge. the centre frequency of the filter. The value k /v ensures a 0 constant shape-bandwidth ratio over scales. An example of an odd and even symmetric Log-Gabor wavelet pair is shown in Fig. 2 . In order to obtain good localisation it is important to use compact filters in space (i.e. large bandwidth filters in the frequency domain). Large bandwidth filters are also preferred because they display small spatial side-ripples. For less than two octaves, these side-ripples introduce signifi- cant Machband-like artefacts in the convolution operation, gruency is a fairly noise-sensitive measure for ultrasound because it detects all image features with different shapes equally, regardless of whether they correspond to true cardiac boundaries (steps) or are artefacts due to speckle peaks (roofs). The question is, can phase congruency or a related measure reliably detect features in noisy acoustic image profiles? We consider this in the next section. 
Local phase 1D feature detection
Consider taking a one-dimensional profile across an especially in areas with sharp changes in contrast. Unechogram of a left ventricle (Fig. 3(top) ). A phase fortunately, the highest bandwidth that can be used is scalogram can be derived from the output of a sequence of bound by aliasing effects. It was found that bandwidths Log-Gabor filters of increasing wavelength (scale) (Fig. larger than two octaves introduce significant aliasing at the 3(bottom)). In this figure, the absolute value of the local high frequency end for the range of filter wavelength phase, values required in our analysis. Two octave filters have 21 been found to be the best compromise to achieve compact-
ness and avoid aliasing. For the two octave filters used in this work the shape-bandwidth parameter k /v 5 0.55 is plotted for distance x along the signal over a range of
In the general case, let M and M denote the even and scales s. Black corresponds to zero phase, and white n n odd symmetric filters in quadrature at a scale n. Then we corresponds to p radians. Observe that, at small scales, can approximate the original signal (with the DC commany features corresponding to these extreme values are ponent removed) and its Hilbert transform by found. However, as the filter scale increases, the number of features reduces to a few straight bands that correspond to
n n the epicardial (1), the endocardial (2,3) and the pericardial n n (4) edges. It is important to stress that these features give a respectively. Further, localised response over a wide range of scales. Thus, unlike other features, the mid-point of a step does not 
To add noise resistance, Kovesi suggests modifying Eq. (1) to the following:
n Here´is a small number included to avoid division by zero. T is a noise threshold given by a scaled version of the mean local energy amplitude of the noise. The distribution of local energy amplitudes over an image takes the form of a skewed distribution with a long tail.
Assuming that the tail is associated with features of interest, Kovesi argued that the mode of this distribution is a good approximation to the mean noise amplitude. The exponential of the arithmetic mean of the log is a way to approximate the statistical mode. T is thus given by provided that the scale of the filter is reasonable, localisa-'spreading' a Log-Gabor function into 2D. Consider a tion is preserved. For example, in Fig. 3 the spreading function will be the topic of a future article, tures of 6p / 2. Thus, assuming that cardiac contours at a currently under preparation, in which we study the interpolarge enough scale correspond to a step edge model we can lation of the oriented filter responses in order to obtain pin-point these features selectively using local phase estimates of the feature normals. information. We can further constrain the search to features From these filters, we seek a phase-based measure that of a particular scale by choosing a single filtering scale combines orientation information effectively and shares the from the scalogram. The only restrictions are that the scale same localisation and selectivity properties of the local 1D should be larger than the feature-noise floor and smaller phase measure. To identify positive step edges essentially than the point of phase instability where the relevant step involves finding points where the absolute quotient in Eq. edge signatures start drifting towards each other. In our (3) is zero. In other words, the difference between the odd experience we have found choosing a suitable single scale o (x,y) and the even e (x,y) filter responses is large.
m m straightforward, with a wide range of scales (16-32 pixel Kovesi (1996) suggested using this difference over a filter size) giving good segmentation results. Using more number of scales to detect step-like features and called it than one scale adds no particular benefit to the analysis feature asymmetry. since smaller scales only contribute noise. Further, given
Given the special local phase characteristics of acoustic that phase signatures are stable, small scale information is features discussed in Section 2.2, we define 2D feature not necessary to trace a feature back to its location in the asymmetry FA at a single scale as 2D(x, y) original image as is required in intensity-based multi-scale approaches. The stability of multi-scale phase information
is discussed by Fleet and Jepson (1990) , who show that the In our earlier work (Jacob et al., 1998 (Jacob et al., , 1999 Unfortunately, the Hilbert transform, which is the basis as in Eq. (2). The scaling factor k is set to one for our data, of the 1D local phase method, is not defined in two but can be increased to retain a smaller set of strong dimensions. This means that, in order to extend the above features at a given scale. analysis to 2D, we need to perform feature detection at a Eq. (5) satisfies our needs because it is selective, number of separate orientations and then combine this favouring asymmetric features such as step edges, and it information to provide a single measure of feature signifiefficiently blends the contributions of the oriented filters. cance.
The response of each feature is normalised according to A series of orientable 2D filters can be constructed by the local energy measure around its neighbourhood. In this found to give good feature localisation while avoiding the detection of speckle. This scale was set with reference to the scalogram of the image, searching for a region in scale-space where the features of interest remain both localised and isolated from the noise floor. For different sequences with different depth settings, this parameter can be tuned appropriately to strike a balance between level of detail and noise resistance. The results show good detection of the chamber ventricles (LV), the papillary muscles (PM), and the pericardial sac (PS);
boundaries. However, the limitation of using a 2D feature (b) input image to the 2D feature asymmetry algorithm.
asymmetry measure is highlighted if the 2D (spatially) way invariance to contrast is enhanced and local feature processed images are displayed as a movie sequence. In significance prevails over general feature strength.
this case, a number of small flickering spurious features are The result of computing 2D feature asymmetry on a observed. In any given frame, there will always be a short axis image (Figs. 4 and 5(a) ) with no pre-filtering is number of spurious features, due to noise and artefacts, shown in Fig. 5(b) . Two octave Log-Gabor wavelets (k / that share similar intensity, shape and scale characteristics v 5 0.55, l 5 20 pixels and s 5 0.6) were used in this as responses from chamber boundaries. However, and 0 example. unlike cardiac chamber boundaries, most of these features On our images a filter wavelength of 20 pixels has been are not persistent from one frame to the next. In fact, most are due to speckle patterns that decorrelate with tissue surface, and image velocities ultimately depend on the movement. To remove the flickering noise, we now extend temporal resolution of the data. In practice, provided that the 2D analysis into the temporal domain.
the spatio-temporal filters have sufficient resolution and tile the spatio-temporal volume evenly, any velocity will be detected by at least one filter. The u 5 908 filter detects very fast changes that persist over time, i.e. pure temporal 4. The 2D1T algorithm and feature velocity steps due to occlusions. estimation Note further that by recording which of the filters gives the strongest response an estimate of feature velocity is The extension of the feature asymmetry measure to obtained. Given the sparse sampling of the 2D1T space 2D1T involves the design of a set of filters oriented in a the estimate can be improved by interpolating the renumber of spatio-temporal directions. This is achieved by sponses around the maximum to approximate the true re-defining the 2D filters in 3D spherical co-ordinates: feature velocity. sample the filter's spectrum according to the relative data The velocities to which each filter responds are encoded in lengths of each axis in space-time. We treat the 2D1T terms of f , the spatial orientation, and u , the temporal 0 0 volume to be isotropically sampled. In the results preorientation. Fig. 6 shows a diagrammatic representation of sented in Section 5 the data dimensions are 2563256 the filter orientations. Twenty-one filters are located on a pixels in space by 32 frames in time. spatio-temporal hemisphere at the vertices of an 80 faceted tesselation of the unit sphere obtained from the subdivision of a regular icosahedron. This provides an approximately 5. Results even distribution of filters over the spatio-temporal space. Note that for u 5 0 (time 5 0 plane) only orientations in the In this section we present the results of applying our f 5 [08,1808) interval are required. The spread parameters 2D1T acoustic boundary detection algorithm to a number are chosen to be the same, making the filters isotropic in of echogram sequences. We illustrate some of the disthe spatial and temporal dimensions (s 5 s ). The value f u tinguishing features of this type of approach to acoustic of the spatio-temporal spread is set to a fraction (0.6) of feature detection and highlight some potential areas of the average angular spacing between filters to ensure even application of the technique. We encourage the reader to spectral coverage.
see the movies referred to in this section at http: / In order to improve the contrast of a segmented image, / www.robots.ox.ac.uk / |miguel / MedIA.html. the maximum filter output over all orientations is taken rather than the sum. The 2D1T feature asymmetry 5.1. Comparing 2D and 2D1 T filters measure then becomes
The purpose of the first experiment is to highlight some
of the differences between 2D and 2D1T boundary 2D1T m,v A (x,y) 1ḿ
,v detection. A 2D1T filter bank, consisting of 21 filters, was where the indices m, v respectively indicate the spatial and designed as described in Section 4. The wavelength of the temporal orientation of each filter.
Log-Gabor component was 20 pixels for all the filters, The current implementation does not optimise filter their bandwidth was two octaves, k /v 5 0.55, and s 5 0.6. 0 design to a velocity range because cardiac motion varies Three consecutive frames (11, 12 and 13 in the movie during the cardiac cycle, depends on position on the heart sequences) of the 2D1T segmentation are shown in Fig.  5(c) . For comparison we have included the original data and the results of a 2D segmentation using the same scale (Figs. 5(a) and (b), respectively). Note the absence of small scale flicker features in the 2D1T measure when compared with the 2D result. The significant features in the 2D1T results can be easily traced across the three frames and they all correspond to relevant cardiac structure. In the 2D segmentation this is not the case. Many inconsistent blob-like features are detected as well as a number of short-lived small scale line features corresponding to speckle. Furthermore, in the 2D1T result the left wall of the ventricle is visible as a faint arc. This structure is not detected by 2D segmentation. The results illustrate how the 2D1T segmentation weighs the importance of spatial features according to their temporal significance. accurate localisation and detail. Obviously, increasing the scale of the 2D filters does not remove flicker noise (see the CD-ROM / web-page for an illustration of this). In Fig. This can be overcome by using faster frame rates (as 7(a) we show 2D and 2D1T results on a very cluttered available on new commercial machines) or by interpolating apical long axis image described schematically in Fig. 8(a) .
the sequence prior to detection. This is another standard view used to quantify left ventricle dynamics by cardiologists. The results show very 5.2. Gradient versus phase-based filtering clearly the removal of the flickering speckle features and the enhancement given to the main cardiac structures by
The full spatio-temporal character of our method and its 2D1T filtering.
invariance to contrast are illustrated in this section by A limitation of our current 2D1T algorithm is that it comparison with a gradient-based spatio-temporal algocannot detect fast cardiac motions that have similar rithm developed by Herlin and Ayache (1992) . temporal characteristics to speckle; for example, the mitral Herlin and Ayache used a modification of Deriche's valve leaflets viewed from the long axis parasternal view edge detector in 3D based on smooth derivatives (Deriche, (Fig. 7(b.1) ) (see Fig. 8(b) for an explanatory diagram). At 1990). They estimated the two spatial components of the typical diagnostic frame rates (|50 Hz) the 2D segmentagradient vector N and N from the convolution of the tracked consistently across time frames. This is illustrated that in Fig. 7(b) . The whole sequences can be seen on the
CD-ROM. Note that this is not a limitation of the algorithm itself but of the low sampling rate of the data. and The result of applying the Deriche method to our short 5.4. A symmetry measure to track speckle patterns axis sequence is shown in Fig. 9 . The same parameters as in (Herlin and Ayache, 1992) were used. The Deriche Given that we can selectively choose the filter scale to method is contrast dependent and image features are avoid detecting speckle, we can choose to do the opposite, detected based on the size of intensity derivatives rather namely track speckle patterns over time. than on their spatiotemporal significance and shape. The To achieve this we redefine Eq. (5) to extract spatial result is a cluttered edge strength image where relevant and ridges, i.e. symmetric features, which coincide with specirrelevant features are detected with similar strength.
kle, by swapping the even and odd contributions around. Further, the Deriche method is not truly spatio-temporal.
Thus, our new speckle detection measure is The derivation is only performed in the spatial domain and the temporal filtering only contributes by smoothing the The key point to note is that no significant object Velocity is estimated from the inclination of the filter structure is detected but an image texture is extracted exhibiting the strongest response. As the cardiac muscle which coincides with the muscular wall regions. The gains speed during systole, wall features in the spatiofeature symmetry model seems to coincide with the spatial temporal domain are detected by faster moving filters structure of the noise. We suggest this method might be (larger u ). At end-systole the muscle velocity decreases to 0 useful for the assessment of soft tissue properties based on zero before diastolic relaxation and the features are despeckle tracking (Meunier and Bertrand, 1994) . tected by static filters in the spatial plane (u 5 0). Color 0 coded response maps for the short axis view can be seen in Fig. 10(a) . The velocity color scale goes from blue indicating slow speeds to red which denotes occlusions.
6. Discussion Notice how, during systole, fast moving walls are coded in yellow and red, and at end systole most of the structures We have presented a new approach to spatio-temporal detected are coded in blue.
acoustic boundary detection based on phase-based meth- Fig. 10(b) shows two frames during systole and diastole.
ods. The main contributions of this work are (1) to propose Arrows have been marked on the detected features after a new phase-based scheme for detecting acoustic non-maximal suppression of the feature asymmetry image. boundaries in echocardiographic image sequences and (2) In this case the orientation and magnitude of these arrows to develop a 2D1T version of this algorithm that is correspond to the velocity vector estimated from the resistant to temporally inconsistent speckle and that can Fig. 9 . Results of running Herlin and Ayache's method on the data in Fig. 5(a) . provide a measure of feature velocity. A key advantage of the light of the tracking results which will be compared this approach is that it is intensity-amplitude invariant.
against manual segmentations. We have also extended our Potentially, this makes it especially attractive for 3D1T ideas to volumetric echocardiographic data in (Sanchezechocardiographic reconstruction where choosing a single Ortiz et al., 1999) . At the moment we are also investigatglobal intensity-based edge threshold for all the views is ing alternative filter designs and interpolation schemes, e.g. problematic due to position-dependent attenuation.
tensor product representations (Granlund and Knutsson, We are currently using our phase-based segmentation 1995) and steerable filters (Freeman and Adelson, 1991) , and velocity estimation as the front end to a higher level in order to improve the accuracy of feature normal and interpretation system based on a snake framework similar velocity estimation. Quantitative assessment and evaluato our work in (Jacob et al., 1998 (Jacob et al., , 1999 ). This will allow tion against related measurement protocols, for example us to define the best tuning of the algorithm parameters in Doppler Tissue Imaging, will also be performed. Finally, Jacob, G., Noble, J.A., Mulet-Parada, M., Blake, A., 1999 
